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Abstract
The paper deals with the methodology of handling equipment 
designing in intermodal transport terminals. The overall per-
formance of the intermodal transport terminal, and hence 
its effectiveness, is most affected by the capacity of handling 
equipments that transfer intermodal transport units between 
transport modes. The first part of the paper describes the vari-
ous types of handling equipments conventionally used in inter-
modal terminals. The second part of the paper contains the 
basic characteristics of the methodology of designing specific 
handling equipment and provides a calculation methodology 
for determining the operational needs of intermodal transport 
terminals.
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1 Introduction
Intermodal transport terminal (hereinafter ITT) constitutes 

one of the most significant elements of intermodal transport 
infrastructure where the various modes of transport are inter-
connected. It represents a systemic point for transport inter-
changing (railway, water, road transport) when handling of the 
intermodal transport units (large containers, swap bodies, road 
semi-trailer and others) and enables the cooperation of all con-
cerned modes of transport (Lizbetin and Caha, 2015). 

According to the (AGTC, 1991), the intermodal freight 
transport (hereinafter IFT) is transport of goods in intermodal 
transport units (hereinafter ITU) by at least two transport 
modes. When changing the mode of transport, the ITU only is 
manipulated.

The intermodal transport infrastructure in a broader sense 
of the term is a summary of all devices necessary for complex 
providing of intermodal transport services (stable and mobile 
basis for IFT including ITU, intermodal transport vehicles as 
well as transport infrastructure and ITT).

The infrastructure of intermodal transport in the narrower 
sense of the term (basic IFT infrastructure) consists only of a 
specialized stable and mobile technical basis of IFT, which is 
used to perform basic (obligatory) IFT functions. The IFT infra-
structure includes handling, maintenance or reloading tracks 
or sidings, other intermodal yard parts, internal road network, 
parking and storage areas, stationary and mobile handling 
equipment, loading ramps, intermodal transport unit terminals, 
administrative building, gateways (entry and exit points to ITT 
for road transport vehicles), repair and service equipment of 
ITT and others (Kovac, 2008).

Handling equipment is used for ITU handling operations 
in the intermodal yard and other storage areas. In addition to 
these facilities, the trucks for semi-trailers, various forklift 
trucks used for loading and unloading the cargo into or from 
the ITU, and other devices can be located in intermodal yard. 
Handling equipment has significant influence on technology, 
performance and economic parameters of intermodal transport 
terminal (Nader et al., 2017).
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2 Characteristics of individual types of handling 
equipment used in inland ITT

The handling equipment used in the intermodal transport 
terminals (also used in other trans-loading facilities of various 
transport providers) are:

• cranes:
- rail-mounted gantry and portal cranes,
- rubber tyred gantry crane,
- overhead (bridge) cranes suspended from a freestanding 

gantry,
• stacking vehicles:

- container handler (stacker) with front lift,
- side-loader with spreader,
- large counterbalanced forklifts with spreader on ex-

pendable boom (reach stackers),
- straddle carriers,

• Reloading and handling devices on road semi-trailers 
chassis.

Cranes and stacking vehicles are used in the intermodal ter-
minal yards for vertical handling of intermodal transport units. 
These devices can perform handling operations with the ITUs 
- loading, unloading, reloading or stacking.  Reloading and han-
dling equipment on road semi-trailer chassis in combination with 
trucks can also be used to manipulate and to deliver large con-
tainers to customers (consignees) (Cujan and Fedorko, 2016). 

2.1 Cranes
In the tri-modal transport terminals (road - rail - water), 

powerful portal gantry cranes with overhanging bridge ends 
that extend over the water surface are used for unloading or 
loading the ships. In inland intermodal terminals, gantry or 
bridge cranes are used as the primary handling device, either 
with one overhanging end, with both overhanging ends or with-
out overhanging ends (Brumercik and Krzywonos, 2013).

Gantry cranes are among the most efficient handling devices 
in larger intermodal terminals. The most commonly used gan-
try cranes are moving on the rail tracks and both ends of the 
bridge overhang the supports (Fig. 1). The internal span of 
gantry cranes used in terminals is usually between 22 and 27 
meters, the lifting height is at least 8.5 meters and the opera-
tional railway length for one crane is from 200 meters to 300 
meters. However, there are also cranes with larger or smaller 
spans and higher lifting heights. Other technical parame-
ters influencing the crane efficiency are for example hoisting 
and travel speed, safe working load, wheel load or outreach 
(Bartuska et al., 2016).

The rubber tyred gantry crane is structurally similar to a rail-
mounted gantry crane, but there are no overhanging ends and 
all the structure moves over the solid surfaces via a wheeled 
chassis. The internal crane span should allow the operation 
of at least three handling workplaces and the stacking of the 

containers in at least three layers. But cranes with doubled gan-
try span and lifting height of up to 13.5 meters are produced as 
well (Cerna and Masek, 2015; Gasparik and Zitricky, 2010).

Fig. 1 Rail mounted gantry crane in Zilina ITT, Slovakia. Source: authors

2.2 Stacking vehicles
Lift trucks are used mainly as additional handling equipment 

in large ITT, but can serve as the basic handling unit as well. 
They are especially designed to stack the containers on depot 
areas - hence the name stacking vehicles, but they allow to 
perform other handling operations with ITU (loading, unload-
ing, reloading, etc.) as well. In terms of construction, there are 
vehicles with lift on side, with front lift, with telescopic arm 
(reach stackers) or with crane (straddle carriers) (Chovancova 
and Klapita, 2016).

Front lifted stacking vehicles are especially designed to 
stack large containers up to 6 levels but only in one row. In 
terms of construction, it is a front forklift truck with a side or 
top container handling frame (spreader). Telescopic or stable 
handling frame (can be also equipped with a specific attach-
ment for handling of trailers, swap bodies and bottom lift con-
tainers) is attached to the fork by the mounting device. The 
capacity of the front-lifted container stacker used for handling 
of full loaded containers is between 25 and 50 tons.

Reach stackers are technically derived from expandable arm 
crane trucks. The device consists of a wheeled chassis on which 
a massive telescopically extended non-rotatable arm with a 
spreader (or a combined attachment) at its end is mounted. It 
allows all handling operations with large containers, including 
their stacking. In the case of special attachment it allows also 
handling of swap bodies or road semi-trailers which are not 
stackable, and must be lifted by the bottom frame. The reach 
stacker according to the construction design stacks up into five 
levels (some special constructions allow stacking up to ninth 
level). In addition, it allows us to place the containers up to the 
third row, which significantly reduces the demands on the total 
range of handling workplace. 
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Fig. 2 Container stacker with front sided lift. Source: www.directindustry.com

The capacity of the reach stackers is from 28 to 70 tons (some 
special construction designs have a lifting capacity at load cen-
ter up to 120 tons), but due to the extension of the boom and 
the boom angle, the lifting capacity of the device decreases sig-
nificantly. For example, if the reach stacker’s lifting capacity 
at load center is 42 tons, when extension of the boom is at 6.4 
meters from the vehicle (the third row of containers) the lifting 
capacity is only 13 tons (Majercak et al., 2016).

Fig. 3 Reach stacker with special attachment for handling of the ITU (DB 
Megabox), Source: authors

3 Systematics of handling facilities selection for 
using in ITT

The following handling equipment requirements are used in 
the common inland ITT (Teye et al., 2017; Meers et al., 2017):

• handling equipment must should be able to manipulate 
any of the ITU,

• permanent operability of the terminal should be guaran-
teed (at least one hundred percent backup) by standby 
handling equipment in case of failure (in ITT should there-
fore always be each pair of vehicles or equipment with the 
same performance and the ability to handle any ITU),

• load capacity of the handling equipment must correspond 
as minimum to gross weight of manipulated ITU (about 
40 - 42 tons).

The main principle of the handling equipment designing for 
using in ITT is to equip the terminal with two types of han-
dling devices (the number of individual types depends on the 
assumed number of handling operations), one type of handling 
device operates in the “main/basic facility” position and the 
other operates in the “complementary facility” position. This 
principle is based on the requirement of 100% backup of the 
main handling equipment, for example in the event of some 
failure or a sudden increase in load time or freight volume in 
ITT (caused by rail, road or water transport).

In the case of an intermodal terminal of international impor-
tance construction (where the direct railway connections to 
other major foreign ITT, for example at European level or con-
nections with seaports are provided), a crane facility is proposed 
as the main handling facility due to its high performance (orga-
nization of the most terminal operations depends on the crane 
performance). Stacking vehicles are used at these terminals as 
complementary facilities for handling of empty ITUs (contain-
ers) that are returned from customers or rented to customers. 

Intermodal terminals of regional importance operated for 
freight collection within the region (or terminals in which uni-
fied logistics trains are not formed, but only groups of wagons 
with ITUs that are transported to major “international” terminals 
are formed) are equipped with stacking vehicles, in particular 
intermodal crane trucks (reach stackers), which serve either for 
handling operations (direct reloading between transport modes) 
and handling of empty ITUs (Rozic et al., 2016; Garcia, 2015).

4 Required number of handling facilities 
determination

When calculating the total demand for handling equipment 
in the ITT, the estimated number and volume of loading oper-
ations (transloaded ITU) is assumed. Expected loading oper-
ations should be divided in a given ratio between the main 
(basic) and complementary facilities. 

The total need for handling equipment is determined by the 
following formula: 
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and the total number of loading operations is determined 
according to:
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where:
NLO  number of loading operations,
NP

IPJ  number of ITUs received by rail transport,
NO

IPJ  number of ITUs sent by rail transport,
kd  double handling coefficient,
kvo  secondary operations coefficient,
tlo  average time of one load operation,
T  operation time of ITT within a day,

(2)

(1)
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Ttp  technological breaks during daily working time,
αpv  coefficient of operational use of the handling  
  equipment,
r  time reserve for regular maintenance and   
  scheduled repairs of the handling equipment.

5 Conclusion
The overall performance of the ITT is most affected by the 

performance of handling facilities that manipulate with the 
intermodal transport units. The performance of the handling 
equipment is determined from the average time required to 
transload one intermodal transport unit (arithmetic average 
of the transloading time of ITU that is closest to the handling 
facility and of ITU that is farthest from the handling facility). 
However, the determination of the average time is affected by 
the number of intermodal handling equipment, since the length 
of the handling distance changes (for example when there are 
two cranes at intermodal yard) (Bakesova and Bakes, 1979).

In specific calculations it is necessary to take into account 
the type and amount of handling equipment, handling speed 
etc. The performance of handling equipment can be consid-
ered as an  upper boundary of  the terminal total performance 
(i.e. the maximum possible performance), where the difference 
between the handling equipment performance and the total 
ITT performance minimizes the performance of other elements 
in the terminal which follow, or rather supplement,  the han-
dling equipment. For example, an incorrect or inappropriately 
designed transloading area of intermodal yard may negatively 
reduce the overall ITT performance (Lizbetin and Caha, 2016).
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